
electronic cocktail napkin
 back of an envelope

~ 1994 - 2000



goal: 
general purpose platform for 

diagram recognition

goal: 
end-user trainable, on the fly

drawing as interface to (almost) everything



diagram = symbols + spatial relationships





low-level (multi-stroke) symbol recognizer



ledeen recognizer

• path
• # strokes
• # corners
• corner locations
• size
• aspect ratio
• rotations & rotations

segmentation
corner-finding

inexact matching
2D transforms



symbol template libraries (contexts)

SHAPES
LETTERS

NUMBERS
MUSIC

CIRCUITS
etc....



lazy recognition

carry multiple recognition “hits”
allow symbols to remain unrecognized

perhaps we can figure it out later ... 



training a symbol context

symbols in 
context

template 
values

path  
diagram

edit type-in



(typed) Binary Spatial Relations

left-of <any glyph> <any glyph> 
above
below
right-of 

contains <shape> <any glyph>
connects <line> <line>
tees <line> <line> 
intersects <line> <any glyph> 



spatial relations



A overlaps B
A contains B

A concentric B

hierarchy of spatial relationships

A adjacent B
A overlaps B
A right-of B  

? 



hierarchy of spatial relationships

A right-of B

A immediately-right-of B

A adjacent B

A above B

A immediately-above B

A below B

A immediately-below B



configuration (higher level) recognizers

config := {(e1 type1) (e2 type2) ... (en typen)
(r1 e1 e2) 
(r2 e1 e3)
...
(rn ei ej) }

house := (e1 box) (e2 triangle)
(immediately-above e2 e1)
(approx-same-size e1 e2)



Problem:
which relationships are salient? 

which are incidental?

a well-formed VL may answer this... but ...



configurations (elements and relations)



element control

relation control



elements relations

context config name other configs 
in context



multiple parses are okay ....



a unique glyph triggers context recognition

context guides recognition

CONTEXTS

spring? coil?

op-amp? inverter?



Box • 
Circle • 

Triangle •  
ZigZag • 

Squiggle •  
Line •

Resistor
Coil
Wire

Face
Nose
Hair

CIRCUITS
SHAPES

CARTOONS

Contexts map glyphs
“current context chain” - (C1 C2 ... Cn)



in context “SECTION”,
 Box ==> Window



in “circuits” context, “parallel resistors” configuration 
defined by “resistor”, not by “zigzag” 

Context affects higher-
level configuration 
recognition too...



stretch-a-sketch (constraints + sketching)



stretch-a-sketch ... 



“ambiguous intentions” - UIST ‘96



some more stuff ... 



flow-select (gabe johnson: AVI 2004)



“emergent” shapes





filtering ...



2D sketch to 3D model



digital clay  (eric schweikardt)
Huffman / Clowes constraint propagation



digital clay movie



digital clay movie



Furniture Factory (yeonjoo oh)
• angular distribution => coordinate axes, 
• cycles => planes 
see Lipson 



applications

(“sketching as an interface to just about everything”)



VR sketchpad (ellen yi-luen do)



isovist (simulation)



simulation & advisor



design evaluator  (yeonjoo oh)





transparent overlay to interact with * by sketching



indexing database by sketches (query-by-sketch)



annotating and creating geometry in 3D worlds 
by sketching  (thomas jung, CHI, IUI 2002)



space-pen - annotating in 3D



light-pen - expert system advisor for lighting design
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